


...all I ask is…

All the best,

♥ Maren
Click on the
picture to 
read more 
about me!

Graphic licenses
For this resource I have used 

graphics and fonts purchased from:

THANK YOU!
You choosing my resources to both save time 
and have fun with your students means the 
world to me. My passion in life is helping 
awesome and busy teachers like you have 

more time to love teaching – and engage your 
students! By purchasing my best work you give 
me the opportunity to provide for my family. 

I am blessed! 
Thank you!

Find this and more in

MY STORELet’s connect!

Newsletter Website Instagram

Pinterest Facebook E-mail

• that you copy and use this resource as
much as you want – for your own use, 
in your own classroom & homeschool.

• that you share the resource with
friends, but don’t upload it online. Give
them them my link instead, and help
spread the word! 
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Students work in different paces, and some are eager to share whenever they are finished. 
Others will at that point have quite a bit of work left to do. The "I'm finished"-packs are 

created to occupy the early finishers, and this is the second pack in the series. The purpose of 
the “I’m finished”-pack is that the teacher can simply print these worksheets and place them 
in a “finished”-folder. The students can quietly help themselves to a sheet while waiting for 

new tasks in the classroom. Students that work at a high pace aren’t left idle, and because of 
that won’t have time to be bored or become disruptive. Students that work at a slower pace 

are able to work in peace, without the distractions tied to others calling out “finished!”

At this moment in time there are seven teaching resources available
in this growing bundle. 8, 9 and 10 will be added continuously.

In this sample download you’ll find printables from I’m finished 1 
(page 4-5), I’m finished 2 (page 6), I’m finished 3 (page 7), I’m finished

4 (page 8), I’m finished 5 (page 9). 

All of the teaching resources have UK and 
US spelling in the same download.

Click any of
the images 
to find the
resource!

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Malimo-Mode/Category/-Early-Finishers-Extra-Tasks-229875
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Roll and color 2
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Roll and color 3
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Color by instruction 5

1. Color the wall with your favorite color.

2. Color the curtains and sofa with the same color.

3. Color the dog brown with white spots. The nose is pink.

4. Color the train with three different colors, but not red.

5. Color the guitar, table and lamp brown.

6. Color the boy’s sweater and shoes blue.

7. Color at least three things red.

8. Color the flowers purple and blue.
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Task 5

© Malimomode.com

What is happening in this image? 
Write and explain what you see.

Choose to write from one of 
the character’s perspectives, or 
as someone who is looking at 
them. What happens after this?
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Color by instruction 11

 0 x 5 = white
 1 x 5 = red
 2 x 5 = brown
 3 x 5 = pink
 4 x 5 = black
 5 x 5 = green

 6 x 5 = grey
 7 x 5 = purple
 8 x 5 = yellow
 9 x 5 = blue
 10 x 5 = orange
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The car is parked on the ground. It is parked in 

front of a house. The house has at least two 

windows and a chimney. The man is trying to fix the 

car. He has a blue toolbox.

Next to the house there is a big tree with red 

apples. Two apples have fallen to the ground. The 

sun is shining in the sky, but there are at least 

three clouds too. Two birds are out flying. The man 

has a pet that is sleeping next to the tree.
© Malimomode.com 5

Read and draw! Read the text, understand 
and complete the drawing!
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Search for sight words 5

Word bank: here, I, in, 
is, it, jump, little, look, 
make, me, my, not, 
one, play
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